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FREDHOLM POINTS OF COMPACTLY PERTURBED BOUNDED LINEAR OPERATORS 
I.MA.REK 
Praha 
When speaking about compact perturbations of symmetric opera-
tors one always has to do with the celebrated H.Weyl's theorem 
(''4|P*391-395], (2,p.243-244j)» Using a definition of the essential 
(limit) spectrum I.fi'(T) of the operator T given in [42 & ver-
sion of Weyl's theorem for bounded operators can be stated as fol-
lows 0,p.395j) * 
T h. e, .o. r ,re. m. _ A.,T,̂  Let V be a bounded symmetric operator and 
U a compact one both operating on a Hilbert space H 0 Then 
Lc/(T) » L&IV) , where T * U + V . 
Here we used the following definition*, We say that (% 6Lo'(A) 
if it fulfils one of the following conditions: 
(a) ,3 belongs to the continuous spectrum C6""(A)* 
(b) /) is a limit point of the point spectrum P6'J(h) + 
(c) /i is an eigenvalue having an infinite multiplicity• 
If V is ansumed to be aymmetric Gochberg - Krein present 
the following result ([1,Theorem 5»lJ) . 
T̂ Ji e o r e m. B , Let V be a self-ad joint operator and U 
a relatively compact operator with respect to V o Then the part 
of the spectrum of T = U + V located outside the real axis con-
sists of isolated eigenvalues to each of which there corresponds 
a finite-dimensional generalized eigenspace N(T) and the follow-
ing relation holds 
H * N(T) © R(T) 
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where TR(T) C R(T) and the bounded inverse to ( (bl - T) exists 
on R(T) for every complex ;} . 
Remarkable is that neither the Weyl's theorem nor the gene-
ralized version in f 2 • and ' ll give information concerning the 
part of the spectrum which is outside Ltf(T) ~ L ̂ (V) and con-
cerning the location of it. 
The aim of this communication is to present some simple con-
ditions upon the operators V and U in order to ensure the pe-
ripheral part % ('"r(T) of the spectrum of T to be a discrete 
set of poles of the resolvent operator* Some sufficient conditi-
ons are then derived to guarantee e.g* that the peripheral part 
of the spectrum of T contains exactly one simple pole of the 
resolvent operator of T possessing a one-dimensional eigenspace. 
The latter situation is typical for applications to some problems 
of classical and quantum physics* We note that some of our results, 
similarly as in J_2J and [lj apply in Banach spaces as well. 
In the beginning we show an example which illustrates the 
fact that some conditions have to be imposed upon the operators 
V and U in order to guarantee a prescribed form of the set 
li&iT) \ er(v). 
2 
Let H = L (0,1) be the Hilbert space of classes of Lebes-
gue square integrable functions on [0,lj • We define f by set-
ting 
f 0 if s e [ o , j ] , 
f ( s ) = \ 
{ 2s-l if s € [ jjf,l] f 
and 
U(s , t ) = 
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i for s,tfe[b,| ] 
0 for s £ ( | , l ] , t é. f 0 , l j 
and s £ f 0 , | ] , t é ( | , l j 
Let 
and 
Ux = y<=^> y(s ) =jQ U ( s , t ) x ( t ) d t 
Vx = y£==> y ( s ) = f ( s ) x ( s ) , s € f O , l ] > 
and T = U + V . 
Obviously, r(T) = r(V) = 1 = sup ess { f (s) :s € [ 0 , l ] } . I t 
follows t h a t Jf(T(T) =lr (T)] = j l | , however /3 = 1 i s not i s o -
l a t e d with r e spec t to (o (T), 16 c€"(T) . 
Remark, V/e note t h a t the support supp Ux and supp Vx are 
d i s j o i n t : 
"(Ux) (s) s £ [ b , | ] 
(Tx)(s) = 1 
/ (Vx)(s) s ^ f | » 1 J • 
This example suggests that the value x'(Ux) should be posi-
tive for vectors x in a neighborhood of a suitable approximate 
eigenvector corresponding to r(V), where the functional x' 
is appropriately chosen. 
Let Y be a real Banach space, Y' its dual and B(Y) the 
space of bounded linear endomorphisms of Y into Y ; the norms 
in Y' and B(Y) being given by [Jy'lf = SUP jly'(x)| :x € Y> HxlUl 
and \|T[[ = sup̂ |/TxJJ :x£Y, l[xj[4l) respectively. 
We assume that K C Y is a generating and normal cone in Y, 
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i . e . K s a t i s f i e s ( i ) - ( v i ) : 
( i ) K + K C K , 
( i i ) ftK c K , o r e a l , Ih i 0 , 
( i i i ) K n (-K) = 0 , 
( iv ) K - K = Y , 
(v) 3 6 > 0 : V x,y £• K = > fix + y 1/ ?, J ;.x ,'. , 
(v i ) x n 6 K, :;xn - xj; ~> 0 ~ v x GK . 
I t follows from ( i ) - (v i ) t h a t 
K'= [ y ' s Y ' : y ' ( y ) ^ 0 V y fe K } 
is a cone in Y ' and K ' fulfils the conditions (i) - (vi) as well. 
In case that Y is a Hilhert space we denote the inner pro-
duct in Y by (x,y), x,y £ Y, and denote this space by the sym-
bol H • We also consider the dual space H' as identical with H 
associating to every y'6. H' the representative y ' €H according 
to the Riesz representation theorem: y'(x) = (x,y ') • 
We denote by X the complex extension of Y , i.e* z e^ 
2 § 
if and only if z = x + iy, x,y e Y, l = -lo The norm in Y* is 
defined by 
I 2, = sup ; !; (cos ii )x + (sin il)x : 0 f; /3 = 2 2T< J . 
G 
If Y = II is a Hilbert space then H also may have Hilbert 
space structure 
U,w) - (x,u) + (y,v)1 + i[(y,u) - (x,v)1 , 
where z = x + iy and w = u + iv, x ; y, u~, v fc /-/. 
Let T 1 B(Y) • We l e t T*2 = Tx + iTy for z = x + iy ,x ,y£ 
~;Y , and c a l l T* the complex extension of T • 
Let ;j> (T^) be the spectrum of T̂  and l e t r(T^) * supjjfl/: 
; . (T*) be i t s spectral rad ius . Qy de f in i t i on , we l e t 
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Q-(T) » (^(T5) and r(T) » r(T§) . 
Let T € B(Y). Then the set ^f^(T) = f/JGS'd) :|Q|= r(T)] 
is never empty and we call it the peripheral (part of) spectrum 
of T o 
By I we denote the identity operator and by R( /3 ,T) » 
« ( fll-T) the resolvent operator of T . 
We call an operator T € B(Y) positive (more precisely K-
positive) [3] if Tx € K whenever x €K; a positive operator 
T is called indecomposable (with respect to the cone K) [5J, 
if to every pair x € K \ 0, x'eK'xO there is an index p = 
* p(x,x') such that x'(Tpx) > 0 . An indecomposable operator 
T is called primitive (K-primitive), if for every x € K \ 0 
there is a positive integer p = p(x) such that x (T x) > 0 
for every X ' S K ' \ 0 and k > p • Note that I.Sawashima in [5j 
uses the concept of a semi-non-support operator for an indecom-
posable one and the strict non-support operator for the primiti-
ve one. 
We say that y is a quasiinterior element of the cone K 
if x'(y) > 0 for all x'eK'\0; a linear form X ' € K ' is cal-
led strictly positive if x'(x) > 0 for all x € K \ 0 . 
We write <x,x'> in place of x'(x). 
As typical we show the following three theorems. 
T h e o r e m 1 . Let U and V , both in B(Y), be K-
positive operators. Let U be compact and let t > r(U + V) • 
We also assume that for every &>0 there exists a v^ € K' 
such that 
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R ( t , v ) V ; = — i — v : + w ; , 
* t-r(V) ft fl 
such that (v* + $awn) 6 K* and (bftv' - w/) f K', where a 
and b are positive reals independent of (i . Furthermore, let 
there exipt a d > 0 independent of (?) and x such that for 
every sufficiently small fh > 0 the following relation 
<UR(t,U)x,v'> > d <^x,v'> 
holds for all x 6 K . Then 7V & (T) contains only isolated po-
les of R(t,T), 
Remark, Let us note that if U is indecomposable with res-
pect to the cone K then 
<rUR(t,U)x,v^> = d(x) ̂ x,v^> 
with d(x) > 0, however, inf fd(x):x fS K \ OJ = 0 in general. 
T h e o r e m 2 . Let Y =- H be a Hilbert space* Let U 
and V both in B(H) be K-positive self-adjoint operators* In 
addition, let U be compact and let a quasiinterior eigenvec-
tor u £ K corre9pond to the spectral radius r(U) : UuQ -
r(U)u , ':'% = 1 • We assume that for every (I > 0 there is 
a system v^ , v^ € K , v* f* Q, such that Vv* -= r(V)v^ + y^ 
with !: y^l! * h( 6 ) Ifv̂ i! , lim h( A ) = 0 as o -> 0 and that 
there is a constant a independent of il such that 
• I (yA ' uo } • . , 
I ( > > uo ) ' 
Then 7?(? (U + V) contains only poles of R(t,U+V). 
Remarko The requirement concerning the system of approxi-
mate eigenvectors ( V A ^ / X > O * S obviously satisfied if r(V) 
is an eigenvalue of V with an eigenvector v € K. In this 
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case one can choose v* = vQ and y A = 0 for all /J > 0 . 
T h e o r e m 3 . Let U and V both in B(Y) be K-
positive operators. Let V satisfy the hypotheses of either 
Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 and let U be compact and K-primitive0 
In addition, if V satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2,let 
U be self-adjoint. Then 7t<3"(U+V) = £r(U+V)] and the corres-
ponding eigenspace is one-dimensionalo 
At conclusion we note that the Weyl's theorem has been 
discovered for the needs of quantum mechanical applications; 
one can say that quantum mechanics has actually provoked H.Weyl 
to formulate and prove a result which was "obvious" to theore-
tical physicists at that time. Our result has a similar proper-
ty in this sense, it is natural and quite obvious to nuclear 
reactor physicist9o Despite this fact the author feels sorry 
because he has not found any result of the type discussed in 
this note in the mathematical literatureG 
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